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Luisa, the tiny little mama of the tiny little children of the Most Holy Divine Will 
 

Volume 6; July 17, 1906 

This morning I (Luisa) saw blessed Jesus with a key in His hand, and He said to me: "My 

daughter (Luisa), this key is the key of My Will. It befits (Luisa) the one who Lives in My Will 

to have the key in order to open and close as she (Luisa) pleases, and to take whatever she 

(Luisa) likes of My (Jesus’) treasures. In fact, by Living of My Will, she will look after My 

treasures more than if they were her own, because all that is Mine is hers, and she will not spoil 

them; rather, she will give them to others, or will take for herself whatever can give Me more 

honor and glory. Therefore, behold, I (Jesus) deliver the key (of the Divine Will) to you (Luisa) 

– look after My Treasures." 

While He was saying this, I felt all immersed in the Divine Will, so much so, that I could see 

nothing but Will of God, and I spent the whole day in this Paradise of His Will. What 

happiness, what contentment! During the night, as I found myself outside of myself, I continued 

to be in this atmosphere, and the Lord added: "See, My beloved (Luisa), for the one (Luisa) who 

Lives in My Will, there is no grace that comes from My Will for all creatures of Heaven and of 

earth in which she (Luisa) does not take part as first. And this is natural, because the one who 

lives in the house of a father is the one who abounds in everything; and if the others who are 

outside receive something, it is the surplus from the one who lives inside." But who can say 

what I understood of this Divine Will? These are things that cannot be expressed. May 

everything be for the glory of God. 
 

Volume 10; December 21, 1911 

As I (Luisa) was in my usual state, blessed Jesus came for a little while, and placing Himself 

in front of me, He looked at me all over. Those gazes penetrated me (Luisa) inside and out, and 

I (Luisa) became all light; and the more He (Jesus) looked at me, the more I sparkled, and 

through this light He looked at the whole world. Then, after fixing on me thoroughly, He told 

me: "My daughter, My Will is Sun, and the one (Luisa) who lives in My Volition becomes Sun, 

and only through this Sun do I look at the world and pour graces and benefits for the good of 

all.” 
 

Volume 11; October (no date given), 1914 

I add that one day I (Luisa) was doing the Hour in which the celestial Mama gave burial to 

Jesus, and I followed Her closely to keep Her company in Her bitter desolation in order to offer 

Her my compassion. I didn’t usually do this Hour - only sometimes; so I was debating on 

whether I had to do it or not. Blessed Jesus, all love, and as if He was begging me, told me: "My 

daughter (Luisa), I don’t want you to neglect it. You will do it for love of Me, and in honor of 

My Mama. Know that each time you do it, My Mama feels as if She were personally repeating 

Her Life upon earth, and therefore repeating that Glory and Love which She gave Me on earth. I 

too feel as if My Mama were on earth again - Her Maternal Tenderness, Her Love and all the 

Glory that She gave Me. So, I (Jesus) will consider you (Luisa) as a Mother." 

Then, He (Jesus) hugged me (Luisa) and I heard Him saying to me (Luisa), very quietly: 

"My Mama, Mama"; and He whispered to me all that sweet Mama did and suffered in this 

Hour; and I followed Her. Since then, I never skipped it again, helped by His Grace 
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Volume 12; January 25, 1919 

I (Luisa) saw my sweet Jesus inside of me, alone and taciturn, walking from one point to 

another within my interior, as if He would now stumble at one point, now bump into another. I 

was all confused and did not dare to tell Him anything, but I thought: ‘Who knows how many 

sins there are in me, that make Jesus bump?’ But He looked at me all goodness, although He 

seemed tired and was dripping sweat; and He told me: "My daughter (Luisa), poor martyr - not 

of faith but of Love; not human, but Divine Martyr, because your (Luisa’s) most cruel 

martyrdom is My (Jesus’) privation, which places on you (Luisa) the seal of Divine martyr; why 

do you fear and doubt about my Love? And then, how can I ever leave you? I dwell in you as 

though within my Humanity; and just as I enclosed the entire world in my Humanity, I enclose 

it in you. Didn’t you see that while I was walking, now I bumped, and now I stumbled? Those 

were the sins, the evil souls that I encountered. What pain for my Heart! It is from within you 

that I decide the destiny of the world. It is your (Luisa’s) humanity that shelters Me (Jesus), just 

as Mine (Jesus’) sheltered my Divinity. If My Divinity did not have My Humanity as shelter, 

the poor creatures would have had no escape, either in time or in Eternity, and Divine Justice 

would no longer look at the creature as Its own, deserving preservation, but as an enemy, 

deserving destruction.  
 

Volume 12; January 29, 1919 

Now, the first link which connected the true Living in My Will was My Humanity. My 

Humanity, identified with My Divinity, swam in the Eternal Volition, and kept tracing all the 

acts of creatures in order to make them Its own, to give to the Father a Divine glory on the part 

of creatures, and to bring the value, the love, the kiss of the Eternal Volition to all the acts of 

creatures. In this sphere of the Eternal Volition, I could see all the acts of creatures - those 

which could be done and were not done, and also the good acts done badly - and I did those 

which had not been done, and redid those done badly. Now, these acts which were not done, 

except by Me alone, are all suspended in My Will, and I await the creatures to come to live in 

My Volition, and repeat in My Will that which I did. 

This is why I (Jesus) chose you (Luisa) as the second link of connection with My Humanity, 

a link which becomes one with mine (Jesus’), as you live in My Volition and repeat My own 

acts. Otherwise, on this side My Love would remain without Its outpouring, without glory from 

the creatures for all that My Divinity operated within My Humanity, and without the perfect 

purpose of Creation, which must be enclosed and perfected in My Will. It would be as if I had 

shed all My Blood and suffered so much, and nobody had known it. Who would have loved 

Me? Which heart would have been shaken? No one; and therefore in no one would I have had 

My fruits - the glory of Redemption." 

Interrupting Jesus’ saying, I said: ‘My Love, if there is so much good in this Living in the 

Divine Will, why didn’t You manifest it before?’ And He: "My daughter, first I had to make 

known what My Humanity did and suffered externally, to be able to dispose souls to knowing 

what My Divinity did inside. The creature is incapable of understanding My work all together; 

therefore I keep manifesting Myself little by little.  

Then, from your (Luisa’s) link of connection with Me (Jesus), the links of other souls will be 

connected, and I will have a cohort of souls who, Living in My Volition, will redo all the acts of 

the creatures. I will receive the glory of the many suspended acts done only by Me, also from 

the creatures - and these, from all classes: virgins, priests, lay people, according to their office. 
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They will no longer operate humanly; but rather, as they penetrate into My Will, their acts will 

multiply for all in a way which is Fully Divine. I will receive from the creatures the Divine 

Glory of many Sacraments administered and received in a human way, of others which have 

been profaned, of others sullied with interest, and of many good works in which I remain more 

dishonored than honored. I yearn very much for this time… And you, pray and yearn for it 

together with Me, and do not move your link of connection with Mine, but start - as the first 

one." 
 

Volume 12; March 14, 1919 

Now, in order to obey, to my highest confusion and repugnance, I will say the thing which I 

had neglected to say and write. I remember that one day my sweet Jesus, speaking about His 

Most Holy Will and about the pains which the Divinity made His Most Holy Humanity suffer, 

said to me: "My daughter (Luisa), since I (Jesus) have chosen you (Luisa) as the first one to live 

in My Will, I want that you too share in the pains which My Humanity received from the 

Divinity in My Will. Every time you enter My Volition, you will find the pains that the Divinity 

gave Me - not those which the creatures gave to Me, although these too were wanted by the 

Eternal Will. But since those were given to me by creatures, they were finite. Therefore I want 

you in My Will, in which you will find infinite and innumerable pains. You will have countless 

nails, multiple crowns of thorns, repeated deaths, interminable pains, all similar to Mine – 

Divine and immense, which will extend in an infinite way to all, past, present and future. You 

will be the first one to be, together with Me, the little lamb killed by the hands of My Father, to 

rise again and be killed again - not a limited number of times, as for those who have shared in 

the wounds of My Humanity, but as many times as My Divinity made Me suffer. You will be 

crucified with Me by the eternal hands, to receive in you the mark of the eternal, immense and 

Divine pains. We will present ourselves together before the Throne of the Eternal One, with 

written on our foreheads in indelible characters: ‘We want death to give life to our brothers. We 

want pains to free them from the eternal pains.’ Aren’t you happy?" 

And I: ‘Jesus! Jesus, I feel too unworthy, and I believe You are making a big mistake in 

choosing me, poor little one. Therefore, mind what You do.’ And Jesus, interrupting me, added: 

"Why do you fear? Yes, yes, I minded, for thirty-two years of bed in which I have kept you. I 

exposed you to many trials, and even to death - I calculated everything. And then, if I am 

wrong, it will be a mistake of your Jesus, which cannot harm you, but only do immense good to 

you. But know that I (Jesus) will have the honor, the glory, of the first soul (Luisa) stigmatized 

in My Will." 
 

Volume 12; March 2, 1921 

"My daughter, be cheered - come into My Will. I (Jesus) chose you (Luisa) among 

thousands and thousands, so that My Will may have full completion in you (Luisa), and so that 

you (Luisa) may be like a rainbow of peace which, with its seven colors, attracts others to live 

in My Will. Therefore, let us leave the earth aside. Up until now I have kept you with Me in 

order to appease My Justice and prevent greater chastisements from being poured upon the 

earth. Now, let us allow the current of human evil to run; I want you with Me, in My Volition, 

to be occupied with preparing the Era of My Will.  

As you (Luisa) move forward on the path of My Volition, the rainbow of peace will form, 

which will form the link of connection between the Divine Will and human will. From it, My 
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Will will have life on earth, and this will begin the fulfillment of My prayer, and the prayer of 

the whole Church: ‘Thy Kingdom come, Thy Will be done, on earth as It is in Heaven’." 
 

Volume 12; March 23, 1921 

Then He (Jesus) said to me (Luisa): "My daughter (Luisa), My Will has the special virtue of 

rendering souls little, making them become so little as to feel the extreme need for My Will to 

administer life to them. Their littleness is such that they are unable to make one act or take one 

step if My Will does not administer that act or that step to them. So they live completely at the 

expense of My Will, because their littleness carries no baggage, either of things from their own, 

or of love of self; rather, they take everything from My Will - and not to keep it for themselves, 

but to give it to Me. And since they need everything, they live dissolved in My Will. 

Listen, I (Jesus) went round the earth over and over again; I looked at all creatures, one by 

one, in order to find the littlest of all. Among many I found you (Luisa) - the littlest of all. I 

liked your littleness and I chose you. I entrusted you to My Angels, so that they might keep you, 

not to make you grow, but to preserve your littleness. And now I want to begin the great work 

of the fulfillment of My Will; nor will you (Luisa) feel greater because of this; on the contrary, 

My Will will make you (Luisa) even smaller, and you (Luisa) will continue to be the little 

daughter of your Jesus - the Little Daughter of My Will." 
 

Volume 13; October 21, 1921 

Like a wheel, eternity spins around you (Luisa), so that you may take part in everything, and 

nothing may escape you – and this, so that My Will may remain honored and fully glorified in 

you. I want the first daughter of My Will (Luisa) to lack nothing – not one distinction that 

belongs to Me (Jesus), which may make her (Luisa) be distinguished before the whole of 

Heaven as the first beginning of the Sanctity of Living in My Will. Therefore, be attentive; 

never go out of My Will, that you may receive all the fragrances of My Divinity; and so that, 

letting all that is yours come out, I may confirm all that is Mine, and My Will may remain in 

you as center of Life." 
 

Volume 13, November 8, 1921 

And Jesus added: "Blessed are you (Luisa), and all generations will call you (Luisa) Blessed. 

My arm will make works of power in you (Luisa). You (Luisa) will be the Divine reflection; 

and filling the whole earth, you (Luisa) will make Me (Jesus) receive from all generations that 

Glory which they deny to Me." On hearing this, I remained confused, annihilated, and I did not 

want to write. And He, caressing me, told me: "No, no, you will do it - I want it. What I said 

will serve as Honor of My Will. I Myself wanted to pay the just homage which befits the 

Sanctity of My Will; rather, I said nothing compared to what I could say." 
 

Volume 13; November 19, 1921 

But do you know who prevented the execution and sustained My Humanity from dying? The 

first was My inseparable Mama. In hearing Me ask for help, She flew to My side and sustained 

Me; and I leaned My right arm on Her. Almost dying, I looked at Her, and I found in Her the 

immensity of My Will intact, without ever a break between My Will and hers. My Will is Life, 

and since the Will of the Father was immovable and death was coming to Me from creatures, 

another Creature, who enclosed the Life of My Will, gave Me Life. And here is My Mama who, 
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in the portent of My Will, conceived Me and gave Me birth in time, now giving Me Life for the 

second time to let Me accomplish the work of Redemption.  

Then I (Jesus) looked to my left, and I found the Little Daughter of My Will (Luisa). I found 

you (Luisa) as the first, followed by the other daughters of My Will. Since I wanted My Mama 

with Me as the first link of Mercy, through which we were to open the doors to all creatures, I 

wanted to lean My right arm on Her. And I (Jesus) wanted you (Luisa) as the first link of 

Justice, to prevent It from unloading Itself upon all creatures as they deserve; therefore I (Jesus) 

wanted to lean My left arm on you (Luisa), so that you might sustain It together with Me.  
 

Volume 13; December 3, 1921 

Now, Living in My Will is not only salvation, but is Sanctity which must rise over all other 

sanctities, and which must carry the seal of the Sanctity of the Creator. Therefore, minor 

sanctities were to come first, as cortege, bearers, messengers and preparations for this Sanctity 

which is fully Divine. And just as in Redemption I chose My incomparable Mama as the link of 

connection with Me, from which the fruits of Redemption had to descend, I (Jesus) chose you 

(Luisa) as the link of connection from which the Sanctity of Living in My Will was to have its 

beginning; a Sanctity which, coming out from My Will to bring Me the complete glory of the 

purpose for which man was created, would make man come back along the same steps of My 

Will, in order to return to his Creator. What is your wondering then? These are things 

established from eternity, and no one will be able to move them. 
 

Volume 14; September 24, 1922 

And I (Luisa): ‘How can I clothe You (Jesus)? I have nothing.’ And He: "Indeed you (Luisa) 

can clothe Me (Jesus) - you (Luisa) have My whole Will in your power. Absorb It within you 

and then release It, and you (Luisa) will make Me (Jesus) the most beautiful garment - a 

garment of Heaven and Divine. Oh, how warmed I will be! And I will clothe you with the 

garment of My Will, so that we may be clothed with one single uniform. This is why I want it 

from you: so that I may give it to you with justice. If you clothe Me, it is fair that I clothe you, 

to repay you for what you have done for Me. All the evil in man is that he has lost the seed of 

My Will; therefore he does nothing but cover himself with the greatest crimes, which degrade 

him and make him act like a madman. Oh, how many follies they are about to commit! Fair 

penalty - since they want to have their own self as God." 
 

Volume 14; October 6, 1922 

The first plane of the human acts changed into Divine in My Will, has already been done by 

Me (Jesus); I left it as though suspended, and the creature, except for My dear and inseparable 

Mama, knew nothing. This was necessary. If man did not know the way, the door, the rooms of 

My Humanity, how could he enter inside of Me and copy what I did? Now the time has come 

for the creature (Luisa) to enter into this plane and do also something of her (Luisa’s) own 

within Mine (Jesus’). What is the wonder if I (Jesus) have called you (Luisa) as the first one? 

Besides, it is so true that I have called you as the first, since to no other soul, though dear to Me, 

have I manifested the way to Live in My Will, the effects of It, and the wonders and goods 

which the creature operating in the Supreme Volition receives.  
 

Volume 15; May 8, 1923 
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Ah! My daughter (Luisa), I (Jesus) had created man like a flower, which was to grow, 

acquire color and fragrance, in My very Divinity.  By withdrawing from My Will, it happened 

to him as to a flower which is snatched away from a plant.  As long as it remains in the plant, 

the flower is beautiful, lively in its color and fragrant in its perfume; but once it is snatched 

away from the plant, it withers, it fades, it becomes ugly, and reaches the point of giving off a 

bad smell.  What a lot this was for him, and what a sorrow for Me who, with so much love, 

wanted to raise this flower in My Divinity, to delight and amuse Myself with him!  Now, by My 

omnipotence, I want this detached flower to bloom again, by transplanting it once again into the 

womb of My Divinity; but I (Jesus) want a soul (Luisa) who wants to live in the womb of My 

Volition.  She (Luisa) will be the seed that she will lend to Me (Jesus), and My Will will do all 

the rest.  In this way, My delights of Creation will return, I will amuse Myself with this mystical 

flower, and I will be repaid for Creation.”    
 

Volume 16; November 10, 1923 

Now, so that My Will might be known, in order to open Heaven to let My Will descend 

upon earth and to make It reign on earth as It does in Heaven, I (Jesus) had to choose another 

little one (Luisa) among all generations. Since this is the greatest Work I want to do – to restore 

man in his origin, from which he came, to open for him that Divine Will which he rejected, to 

open My arms to him to receive him again into the womb of My Will – My Wisdom calls the 

most little one out of nothing. 

It was just that she be little: if I placed a little one at the head of Redemption, I had to place 

another little one at the head of the "Fiat Voluntas Tua" on earth as it is in Heaven. Among two 

little ones was I to enclose the purpose of Creation of man and realize My designs upon him. 

Through one, I was to redeem him, wash him with My Blood from his ugliness, and give him 

forgiveness; through the other one, I was to make him return to his beginning, to his origin, to 

his lost nobility, to the bonds of My Will which had been broken by him, admitting him once 

again to the smile of My Eternal Will, to the exchange of kiss between his will and Mine, and to 

live as one within the other. This alone was the purpose of Creation of man, and no one will be 

able to oppose what I have established. Centuries and centuries will go by - just as in 

Redemption, also in this; but man will return into My arms, as he was created by Me. 

But in order to do this, first I have to choose the one who must be the first to Live in My 

Eternal Will, to bind in her all the relations of Creation, and to live with her with no split of 

wills; rather, one being her will and Ours. From here the necessity that she be the littlest which 

We delivered in Creation – so that, in seeing herself so little, she may run away from her will; 

even more, she may bind it so tightly to Ours as to never do her will, and although little, she 

may live together with Us, through that Breath with which We created man. Our Will maintains 

her fresh and beautiful; she forms Our smile, Our amusement, and We do whatever We want 

with her. Oh, how happy she is; and enjoying her littleness and her happy destiny, she will cry 

for her brothers and will interest herself in nothing other than compensating Us for all and for 

each one, of all the wrong which they have done to Us by withdrawing from Our Will. The tears 

of one who lives in Our Will will be powerful; more so, since she wants nothing but what We 

Ourselves want; and through her We will open, together with the First Channel of Redemption, 

the Second one of the "Fiat Voluntas Tua" on earth as it is in Heaven." 

On hearing this, I (Luisa) said: ‘My Love and my All, tell me, who will this little fortunate 

be? Oh, how I would like to know her!’ 
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And He (Jesus), immediately: "How is it – have you not understood who she is? It is you 

(Luisa), My little one. I have told you many times that you are the little one, and this is why I 

Love you." 
 

Volume 16; June 6, 1924 

And Jesus: "My daughter, it seems you do not want to understand: the One who wants to 

enclose this Will in you must give you the grace and the capacity to contain It. Did I (Jesus) 

perhaps not enclose My whole Being in the womb of My Celestial Mama? Did I perhaps 

enclose Myself in part, leaving part of Myself in Heaven? Certainly not. And by enclosing 

Myself in her womb, was She not the first one to take part in all the acts of her Creator and in 

all pains, identifying Herself with Me so as to omit nothing of what I worked? Was She (Our 

Lady) not My (Jesus’s) starting point, from which I came out to give Myself to other creatures? 

If I did this with My inseparable Mama in order to descend toward man and fulfill My 

Redemption, can I not do it with another creature, giving her (Luisa) the grace and capacity to 

enclose My Will, making her share in all the acts It contains, in order to form Its Life and to 

come out from her (Luisa), as from a second Mother, to make Me (Jesus) known and to Fulfill 

the "Fiat Voluntas Tua" on earth as it is in Heaven? Do you (Luisa) not want, then, to be the 

point of origin of My Will?  
 

Volume 18; October 21, 1925 

The work of the soul (Luisa) in My Will is like the silvery sound of a vibrant and shrill bell, 

which sounds so loudly as to call the attention of all; and it sounds and sounds again, so 

sweetly, that all recognize, at that sound, the operating of the soul in My Will, all receiving the 

glory and the honor of a Divine Act.”  Having said this, He (Jesus) disappeared.  
 

Volume 19; June 6, 1926 

Now, in order to form Redemption I (Jesus) needed a Virgin Mother (Our Lady), conceived 

without the shadow of original sin, because, having to take on human flesh, it was decorous for 

Me, Eternal Word, not to take an infected blood to form My Most Holy Humanity.  Now, in 

order to make My Will known, so that It might reign, I (Jesus) do not need to have a second 

mother according to the natural order, but rather, I (Jesus) need a second mother (Luisa) 

according to the order of grace.  In fact, in order for My Will to reign, I have no need of another 

Humanity, but to give such knowledge of It that, drawn by Its prodigies, by Its beauty and 

sanctity, and by the immense good that comes to them, creatures may submit with all love to Its 

dominion.   
 

Volume 19; September 5, 1926 

Now, while I (Luisa) was in the nightmare of the pain of His (Jesus’) privation, my beloved 

Jesus moved in my interior, clasping me to His Most Holy Heart, telling me:  “My daughter 

(Luisa), Our daughter, the daughter of the Celestial Mama, the daughter of the Angels and of 

the Saints, the daughter of the heavens, the daughter of the sun, the daughter of the stars, the 

daughter of the sea; in sum, you are the daughter of all - all are fathers to you, and you are a 

daughter to all.  See how vast is the paternity!  How long is your daughtership!  Instead of 

oppressing yourself you should delight, thinking that all are fathers to you and you are a 

daughter to all.  Only one who Lives in My Will can have the right to such vast paternity and to 

such a long daughtership – to be loved by all with paternal love, because all recognize in her 
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their daughter.  In fact, since created things are all invested with My Will, wherever It reigns as 

triumphant and dominating, they see in you the same Will that reigns in them, therefore all hold 

you as the daughter of their wombs.  There are so many bonds between you and them as to 

surpass in an infinite way the natural bonds that exist between father and son.  Do you know 

who is not your father?  Only those who do not let My Will Reign in them; these have no right 

over you, nor do you have any duty toward them – they are like something that does not belong 

to you. 

But do you know what it means to possess such a vast paternity and such a long 

daughtership?  It means to be bound with bonds of justice to all the riches, the glory, the honor, 

the privileges that such vast paternity possesses.  So, as My daughter, your Jesus gives you all 

the goods of Redemption as gifts; as Our daughter, you are endowed with all the goods of the 

Sacrosanct Trinity; as daughter of the Sovereign Queen, She gives to you Her sorrows, Her 

works, Her love and all of Her maternal merits as gifts; as daughter of the Angels and of the 

Saints, they compete among themselves to give you all of their goods; as daughter of the 

heavens, of the stars, of the sun, of the sea and of all created things, they feel honored to finally 

have their daughter, to be able to give their inheritance; and My very Will reigning in them, 

with Its endless light forms for you the deed of all Creation, and all feel the happiness, the joy 

of being able to give their inheritance, because by being able to give, they no longer feel sterile, 

but fecund, and fecundity brings joy, company, harmony, glory, the repetition of one’s very 

life.  How many fathers and mothers are unhappy, even though they are rich, because they have 

no offspring!  In fact, sterility in itself brings isolation, bitterness, lack of any support and of 

happiness; and if it may appear that they enjoy, in their hearts they have the thorn of sterility 

that embitters all their enjoyments.  So, your (Luisa’s) vast paternity which you possess, and 

your long daughtership is a cause of joy for all - and much more for My Will which, bilocating, 

reigns in you (Luisa) and constitutes you (Luisa) the daughter of all the things created by It 

(Divine Will), in such a way that all feel your support and the contentment of being able to give 

the goods they possess.  Therefore, your oppression is not justified in the midst of so many 

goods, of so much happiness, and of so many who protect you, defend you and love you as their 

true daughter.” 
 

Volume 20; September 28, 1926 

And Jesus added:  “Good, My daughter (Luisa).  It is My Glory, the triumph of My Will, 

that requires all this; but It wants—It demands that Its first triumph be over you (Luisa).  Aren’t 

you (Luisa) happy to become the victory, the triumph of this Supreme Will?   
 

Volume 20; October 2, 1926 

“If you see Me (Jesus) taciturn, it is not because of you, because between Me and you there 

is no need of words in order to understand each other—to see each other is to understand each 

other.  I (Jesus) pour all of Myself in you (Luisa), and you (Luisa) in Me (Jesus); and in pouring 

Myself, I (Jesus) pour new graces in you (Luisa), and you (Luisa) take them, because what is 

necessary for you (Luisa), who must be the primary cause in order to form the Kingdom of the 

Eternal Fiat, will not be necessary for those who only have to live in It.  With you, it is not only 

about Living in It, but about forming It, therefore your Jesus must abound very much with you, 

to give you the raw materials for the formation of a Kingdom so holy.   
 

Volume 20; October 12, 1926   
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“But all this is not all.  Do you know what first daughter (Luisa) delivered by My Will 

means?  It means not only to be first in the love and in all the things of her Creator, but to 

enclose within herself all the love and all the goods of the other children.  So, if the others will 

possess each one his own part, she (Luisa), as the firstborn, will possess, all together, the goods 

of the others.  And this, by right and with justice, because, as firstborn, to her did My Will 

entrust everything—gave everything, therefore in her (Luisa) is the origin of all things, the 

cause for which Creation was created, the purpose for which the Divine Action and Love 

entered the field.  She (Luisa) who was to be the firstborn daughter of Our Will was the primary 

cause of all the works of a God; therefore, as a consequence, from her (Luisa) derive all 

goods—from her (Luisa) do they come, to her (Luisa) do they return.  See, then, how fortunate 

you are; you cannot fully comprehend what it means to have primacy in love and in all the 

things of your Creator.” 

 …“Now, don’t you know that the primacy that Adam lost as firstborn son of My Will has 

passed on to you, and that in you (Luisa) I (Jesus) must enclose all the goods that I was to 

enclose in him, had he not withdrawn from My Will?  Therefore, I (Jesus) look at you (Luisa) 

as the first creature come out of Our hands, because the one (Luisa) who lives in My Will is 

always the first before her Creator; and even if she is born later in time, this says nothing:  in 

Our Will, the one (Luisa) who has never gone out of It is always first.  See, then—you must 

care about everything; My coming itself is the irresistible force of My Will that draws you to 

Me and disposes you.  Therefore, I want highest gratitude at your fortune of being the Firstborn 

daughter of My Will.” 
 

Volume 20; November 27, 1926 

“Now, My daughter, in order to be daughter of My Will, you have been generated in It; in It 

you have been formed, and, in forming you, the light, the love of My Will, more than blood, has 

grafted in you Its ways, Its attitude, Its operating, making you embrace everyone and 

everything.  This is so true that, you (Luisa) being a birth from It (Divine Will), It (Divine 

Will)calls you (Luisa) now ‘newborn of My Will,’ now Its “little daughter.’  Now, only the one 

who (Luisa) has been generated by It (Divine Will) can generate the children of My Will; 

therefore, you (Luisa) will be the mother of the generation of Its (Divine Will’s) children.” 
 

Volume 20; December 8, 1926 

“My daughter, you (Luisa) are Our echo.  As you enter into Our Will in order to love, to 

praise, to ask for the coming of Our Kingdom, We hear in you the echo of Our Love, the echo 

of Our Glory, the echo of Our Fiat that wants to come upon earth in order to reign, that wants to 

be prayed, and prayed again, and pressed to come to reign on earth as It does in Heaven.   
 

Volume 20; December 22, 1926 

And so, when you (Luisa) occupy yourself with My Divine Fiat, if you speak, if you go 

around in It, you put Us in feast, because We feel that it is one who belongs to Us—We feel that 

it is Our daughter that speaks, that goes around, that works in the field of Our Will.  And for 

one’s own children, doors are left open—no apartment is closed for them, because what belongs 

to the Father belongs to the children, and in the children is placed the hope of the long 

generation of the Father.  In the same way, in you (Luisa) I (Jesus) have placed the hope of the 

long generation of the children of My Eternal Fiat.” 
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…  “Now, who will be able to resist the light of My Eternal Fiat?  All of Its Knowledges will 

be more than rays of light of My Volition, that will beat down on the surface of the earth, and 

penetrating into the hearts, will bring the good that the light of My Will contains and can do.  

However, these rays must have their sphere from which to start; they must be centered in one 

single point, from which to arise in order to form the dawn, the day, the afternoon and the 

sunset within hearts, to then rise again.   

“The sphere, the single point, is you (Luisa); the rays centered in it are My Knowledges that 

will give fecundity to the generation of the children of the Kingdom of My Will.  This is why I 

always repeat to you, ‘Be attentive’—so that not one of My Knowledges may be lost.  You 

would cause a ray to be lost from within your sphere, and you cannot even comprehend all the 

good it contains, because each ray contains its own specialty of good, that it must do to the 

children of My Will.  And you would deprive Me of the glory of that good for My children, and 

would deprive yourself also of the glory of spreading one more ray of light from your sphere.” 
 

Volume 20; January 9, 1927   
Then He (Jesus) added:  “My daughter, you cannot comprehend what I feel for you—the 

joys, the happiness I feel because I (Jesus) find in you (Luisa) the first fruits of the Kingdom of 

My Will.  I find the delights of the early fruits, the first fruits of the music that only the creature 

who lives in It can produce, because she takes all of Our notes that are in Our Will, makes them 

her own, and forms her beautiful music in My Kingdom.  And I—oh! how I delight in listening 

to her.  I find the first fruits of order, the first fruits of true love, that My Will has conceded to 

her; I find the first fruits of beauty, that enraptures Me so much that I cannot detach My gaze.  

So, I (Jesus) find all of your (Luisa’s) acts as first acts, that no one before you (Luisa) has given 

to Me.   

“The first fruits are always the things that are liked the most, that attract, and that are 

enjoyed the most.  And if other similar things come after the first fruits, it is by virtue of the 

prime act that other similar acts could be formed; so, all the glory is of the prime act.  

Therefore, you (Luisa) will always have the first fruits in the Kingdom of the Divine Fiat; there 

will be nothing done in It that will not start from your (Luisa’s) prime act.   

“So, all will be turned toward you (Luisa)—to you the beginning of the glory.  Therefore, I 

(Jesus) want everything to begin from you (Luisa), in order to form My Supreme Kingdom.” 
 

Volume 21; March 16, 1927   

Now, so that these re-tyings that My Humanity formed between the Kingdom of My Will 

and creatures might have validity, life and recognition, it was necessary that I choose one 

creature who, being entrusted with the special office of making known this Kingdom of My 

Will, would bind to herself all these re-tyings that My Will had formed with My Humanity, 

receiving the power to transmit these re-tyings of My Kingdom to the other creatures.  This is 

why I (Jesus) remain in the depth of your (Luisa’s) soul, maintaining the life of My Supreme 

Fiat—to bind these re-tyings and to lay Its Kingdom in them; and I (Jesus) speak to you (Luisa) 

so much about It, as I (Jesus) have not done with anyone else until now.  Therefore, be 

attentive, because this is about the greatest thing:  to restore the order of Creation between the 

Creator and the creature.   

…  “This is why I (Jesus) have chosen you (Luisa), My daughter—and from their same 

stock:  not only to manifest to you the Knowledges, the goods, the prodigies of this Fiat, but so 
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that, by Living in It, with your universal acts, you might incline My Will to come to reign again 

in the midst of creatures, as in the beginning of Creation.  Therefore, to you (Luisa) it is given 

to unite everyone, to embrace everyone—so that, finding everyone and everything in you 

(Luisa), just as everything is found in My Will, you (Luisa) may place harmony among them, 

they may exchange the kiss of peace, and My Kingdom will be restored in the midst of 

creatures.  Here, then, the necessity of the Knowledges, of the wonders of My Divine Fiat:  to 

dispose the creatures, to attract them to desire, to want—to long for this Kingdom and the 

Goods that are in It; as well as the necessity that I first choose one creature, who, by Living in 

My Will, with her universal acts that My Will Itself administers to her, which are Divine acts, 

may impetrate the Kingdom of My Fiat for creatures.   
 

Volume 21; March 19, 1927 

“As for you (Luisa), then, your mission is extremely long, nor will you (Luisa) be able to 

complete it on earth.  Until all the Knowledges are known and the Kingdom of the Divine Will 

is established upon earth, your (Luisa’s) mission can never be called finished.  In Heaven you 

will have much to do; My Will, that has kept you occupied on earth for Its Kingdom, will not 

let you be without working together with It in Heaven—It will keep you always in Its company.  

So, you (Luisa) will do nothing but descend and ascend from Heaven to earth, in order to help 

and to establish My Kingdom with decorum, honor and glory.   

“And this will be for you of great delight, happiness and highest glory—to see your littleness 

that, united with My Will, has transported Heaven onto earth, and the earth into Heaven.  

Greater contentment you could not receive.  More so, since you will see the Glory of your 

Creator completed on the part of creatures, the order re-established, the whole Creation with Its 

full splendor, and man, Our dear jewel, in his place of honor.  What will be Our highest 

contentment, highest Glory and Happiness without end—as well as yours—in seeing the 

purpose of Creation fulfilled?  To you (Luisa), then, We (God) will give the name of 

Redemptrix of Our Will, constituting you (Luisa) mother of all the children of Our Fiat.  Aren’t 

you happy?” 
 

Volume 23; November 10, 1927 

“You must know that the first model in Creation was the Supreme Being, within which was 

man to model all his acts with his Creator.  The second was to be Adam, within which all his 

descendants were to model themselves.  But because he withdrew from My Will, since My Will 

and Its Unity were missing in him, he lacked the brushes, the colors and the raw material to be 

able to make the models in the Likeness of his Creator.   

“Poor one, how could he form models with the very Divine form, if he was no longer in 

possession of that Will that administered to him the ability to do it, as well as everything that 

was needed to be able to form the very models of God?  By rejecting My Divine Fiat, he 

rejected the power that can do everything and knows how to do everything.  It happened to 

Adam as would happen to you, if you had neither paper nor pens nor ink with which to write.  If 

these were lacking to you, you would not be able to write a single word.  In the same way, he 

was no longer able to form the models on the Divine mold.   

“The third model (in Creation) must be formed by the one (Luisa) who must make the 

Kingdom of My Will return.  Therefore, your (Luisa’s) duties are great; on your (Luisa’s) 

models will all those of others be modeled.  So, let the life of My Divine Will flow in all your 
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acts, that It may administer to you everything that is needed.  In this way, everything will go 

well, and your Jesus will be together with you (Luisa), to make you (Luisa) execute His Divine 

models well.” 
 

Volume 23; December 8, 1927 

“My daughter (Luisa), you must know that you were born not once, but twice; the first time 

like the other creatures, the second time you (Luisa) were regenerated in My Will; and since 

you (Luisa) are a birth from It (Divine Will), all that belongs to It is yours (Luisa’s).  And just 

as a father and a mother endow their daughter with their own goods, so did My Divine Volition, 

as It regenerated you (Luisa), endow you (Luisa) with Its Divine properties.   
 

Volume 23; January 27, 1928 

“Now, since all the acts of the Kingdom of My Divine Will are enclosed in those of 

Redemption, even from that time I (Jesus) called you (Luisa); and as I (Jesus) deposited in the 

Sovereign Queen of Heaven everything that regarded the Kingdom of Redemption, so did I 

(Jesus) deposit in you (Luisa) what regarded the Kingdom of the Supreme Fiat.  This is why I 

want you to follow Me, step by step; and if, a little child, I cry, I want you near Me in order to 

give you the gift of My tears, with which I impetrated for you the great Gift of My Divine 

Kingdom.  If I speak, I want you near Me to give you the gift of the word of My Will; if I walk, 

to give you the gift of Its steps; if I work, to endow you with Its works; if I pray, to give you the 

gift of My prayer, in order to impetrate Its Kingdom for the human family; if I make miracles, 

to give you (Luisa) the Gift of the great Miracle of My Will. 

…  “And so I (Jesus) looked at the centuries as one single point, and I (Jesus) found you 

(Luisa), the chosen one (Luisa), and even from that time I (Jesus) directed and deposited My 

Acts in you (Luisa), in order to dispose My Kingdom…   

Therefore, greater grace I could not give in these times, than transmitting, through you, the 

characters of the Celestial Fatherland to creatures… 
 

Volume 23, February 9, 1928 

And just as I (Jesus) did everything, suffered everything and consumed everything in order 

to form all possible and imaginable remedies for all the redeemed ones, so as to then dispose 

them to receive the great good of My Will reigning in their midst—so you (Luisa), in order to 

prepare My Kingdom for creatures, must enclose all that is holy and good, and by dint of pains 

you (Luisa) must consume all evils, to make the life of My Divine Will be born again in the 

midst of creatures.  You (Luisa) must be My (Jesus’) echo, in whom I (Jesus) must form the 

deposit from which the Kingdom of My Fiat must arise.   
 

Volume 24; May 6, 1928 

“So I am—or rather, more than friend.  Loving so much her (Luisa) whom I (Jesus) have 

chosen as My little secretary, I (Jesus) want to pour My Heart out and entrust to her (Luisa) My 

Secrets, My Joys, My hidden Sorrows, My surprising Truths, to celebrate together and to 

communicate to her (Luisa) so many Divine Lives for as many truths as I (Jesus) keep 

manifesting to her (Luisa).   
 

Volume 24; May 20, 1928 
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“If you knew what value one act done in My Will contains; how it can move Heaven and 

earth; how it can open its way everywhere… .  It places itself in communication with everyone, 

and obtains everything that was not obtained through all acts together, and for centuries.  These 

acts are, not one sun, but as many suns for as many acts as are performed, that form the 

refulgent and radiant day of the Kingdom of My Will upon earth.  The acts done in It are spurs 

to the Supreme Being; they are magnets that attract It; they are sweet chains that bind It; they 

are raptures in which the creature has the power to form the ecstasy of her Creator who, 

enraptured as though in a sweet sleep by the ecstasy formed by His beloved creature, concedes 

what He wanted to give from many centuries, but He had not found she (Luisa) who, making 

Him (God) ecstatic with His very Divine Power, would be the capturer of the Kingdom of His 

Divine Will.  As the creature moves in My Fiat and forms her act, God feels enraptured; and in 

His sweet drowsiness, He feels disarmed and conquered, and the creature (Luisa) becomes the 

winner over her Creator. 
 

Volume 24; May 26, 1928 

“See then, the Divine order:  all asking for one thing.  Among these who ask there are some 

who want to do My Will, others who do It.  All this is braided together, and they knock at the 

doors of My Divine Will—they repeat the knocking, and some knock strongly, some slowly.  

However, there is always someone who knocks and asks that the doors be opened, so that My 

Will may descend to reign upon earth.  And since everything is established and ordered by the 

Divinity, It awaits the one (Luisa) who must give the strongest knock, who, forcing the doors 

with invincible strength—the very strength of My Divine Will—will open wide the doors, and 

with her (Luisa’s) sweet chains of love will bind the Eternal Will to make It come to reign in 

the midst of creatures.  She (Luisa) will be like a bride who, bejeweling the groom with her 

loving chains, will carry him as though in triumph into the midst of creatures.  And just as the 

Holy Virgin put an end to the night hours of the Patriarchs and Prophets, and formed the dawn 

to make the Sun of the Eternal Word rise, so will this one (Luisa) form the dawn to make rise 

the Sun of the Fiat Voluntas Tua on earth as It is in Heaven. 
 

Volume 24; May 30, 1928 

In fact, My daughter, since it is so great a Kingdom that I must give, I want an entire people 

to ask Me for It, and the first people is the whole Creation; and by going around in the midst of 

It, you move all to ask for the coming of the Kingdom of My Divine Will upon earth.   

“The second people are all My works and those of My Celestial Mama that were done on 

earth.  These peoples are Divine and interminable peoples.  Then there is the people of the low 

earth, that is formed of those who recite the ‘Our Father,’ and of the few who, in some way, 

know My Divine Will and ask that It come to reign upon earth.  And when entire peoples pray 

Me (Jesus), having at the head of them (the peoples) her (Luisa) to whom a mission so great has 

been entrusted, what We (God) want to give, and that We are asked for with insistence, is 

conceded more easily.   

“Does the same not happen in the low world?  If a king or the leader of a country must be 

elected, there are those who incite the people to cry out:  ‘We want such and such as king, or 

such and such as the leader of our country.’  If some want a war, they make the people cry out:  

‘We want the war.’  There is not one important thing that is done in a kingdom, for which some 

do not resort to the people, to make it cry out and even tumult, so as to give themselves a reason 
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and say:  ‘It is the people that wants it.’  And many times, while the people says it wants 

something, it does not know what it wants, nor the good or sad consequences that will come.   

“If they do this in the low world, much more do I, when I must give important things, 

universal goods, want entire peoples to ask Me for them.  And you (Luisa) must form these 

peoples—first, by making all the Knowledges about My Divine Fiat known; second, by going 

around everywhere, moving Heaven and earth to ask for the Kingdom of My Divine Will.” 
 

Volume 24; July 29, 1928 

“My daughter, I (Jesus) bless you (Luisa) from the Heart in your soul and body—may My 

blessing be the confirmation of Our Likeness in you (Luisa).  My blessing confirms in you 

(Luisa) what the Divinity did in the creation of man—that is, Our Likeness.   
 

Volume 24; September 2, 1928 

After this, I (Luisa) continued my acts in the Redemption, and pausing when my charming 

Baby Jesus was in Egypt, and my Celestial Mama, while rocking Him in His poor cradle, was 

occupied with preparing the garment for the Little Baby, placing myself near the Queen Mama, 

I made my “I love You” flow in the thread that was used for the little garment of Jesus, and I 

rocked the cradle to make my Celestial Baby sleep, making my lullabies of love for Him, and 

asking Him for the Divine Fiat.   

And while it seemed He was closing His eyes to sleep, to my surprise I saw Him raise His 

little head, and looking at Our Divine Mama and myself, He (Jesus) said in a most tender tone:  

“My two Mamas—My Mama (Our Lady) and the little daughter of My Will (Luisa).  My 

Divine Will unites them together for Me, and makes them both be My Mama.   
 

Volume 24; September 8, 1928 

“Then, when My Will becomes known and Its Kingdom is accomplished, all the words you 

(Luisa) have written, the night vigils, your incessant prayers, your rounds upon rounds in the 

work of Creation and Redemption, your long years of bed, your pains and sacrifices, will then 

shine like rays of the sun, like diamonds and precious stones of infinite value that, little by little, 

those who will have the great good of knowing My Will, and of Living in Its Kingdom, will 

recognize.  Even more, they (those who will possess the Kingdom of God’s Fiat) will know that 

the foundations bejeweled, the factories raised, are cemented with the many sacrifices of the 

one (Luisa) to whom the mission of making known the Kingdom of My Will was entrusted. 
 

Volume 24; September 24, 1928 

“And since the knowledge of My Divine Will, the possession of Its Kingdom, is not an 

individual good, but a general one, in order to obtain it, I (Jesus) have you (Luisa) pray for all, 

in the name of all and of each thought, word and act of creature, so that you (Luisa) may form 

the Right in Our Divine paternity that all may receive the Kingdom of Our Fiat, as well as the 

dispositions within themselves to be able to possess It.  So the Queen of Heaven did, to 

impetrate the Kingdom of Redemption.  She had a prayer, a sigh, an act, for all and for each 

one—She let no one escape Her; and by this, She gave to each one the right to be able to receive 

their Redeemer.  So I did to redeem them, and so I (Jesus) want you (Luisa) to do for the 

Kingdom of My Divine Will.” 
 

Volume 25; November 14, 1928 
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After this, my lovable Jesus made Himself seen as a tiny little child, who, throwing His arms 

around my neck, (Jesus) told me (Luisa):  “My mama, My mama….  The one (Luisa) who does 

My Divine Will becomes mother; My Divine Fiat embellishes her for Me, transforms her, and 

renders her fecund, in such a way as to give her all the qualities in order to be a true mother.  

And I keep forming this mother with the reflections of the Sun of My Divine Volition, and I 

glory and take so much pleasure in calling her (Luisa) My mama, My mama….  And not only 

do I (Jesus) choose her (Luisa) as My mother, but I (Jesus) call many more tiny little ones and 

give to them My mother (Luisa) as their mother.”   

And while He (Jesus) was saying this, He (Jesus) showed me (Luisa) many little boys and 

girls around me (Luisa); and the child Jesus said to them:  “This is My mother and your mama.”   

The little ones made feast and drew all around me together with Jesus; and Jesus added:  

“These little ones you (Luisa) see are no other than the first cohort of the children of My Divine 

Volition.  In It, all will be little, because My Divine Will has the virtue of preserving them fresh 

and beautiful, just as they came out of Our creative hands.  And since It called your (Luisa’s) 

littleness to live in It, it is right that, as the first one, you (Luisa) be the tiny little mama of the 

tiny little children.” 
 

Volume 25; December 2, 1928 

“Ah! don’t you (Luisa) know that you (Luisa) are the Tabernacle of My Divine Will?  How 

many works have I not done in you; how many graces have I not poured into you in order to 

form this Tabernacle for Myself?  A Tabernacle—I could call it—unique in the world.  In fact, 

as for Eucharistic tabernacles, I have a good number of them, but in this Tabernacle of My 

Divine Fiat (Luisa) I (Jesus) do not feel like a prisoner, I (Jesus) possess the endless expanses of 

My Will, I (Jesus) do not feel alone, I (Jesus) have the one (Luisa) who keeps Me perennial 

company; and now I act as a teacher and I give you My celestial lessons; now I do My 

outpourings of love and of sorrow; now I celebrate, to the point of amusing Myself with you. 

“So, if I pray, if I suffer, if I cry and if I celebrate, I am never alone, I (Jesus) have the little 

daughter of My Divine Will (Luisa) together with Me.  And then, I (Jesus) have the great honor 

and the most beautiful conquest, that I (Jesus) like the most, which is a human will all sacrificed 

for Me (Jesus), and as the footstool of My Divine Will.  I could call it My favorite Tabernacle, 

in which I so much delight, that I would not exchange it for the Eucharistic tabernacles; because 

in them I am alone, nor does the host give Me a Divine Will as I find It in you, such that, as It 

bilocates Itself, while I have It within Me, I also find It in you.   
 

Volume 25; December 5, 1928 

“This is nothing other than a simile of the one (Luisa) who does My Divine Will and lives in 

It and one who lives in the earth of her human volition.  The first (Luisa) makes descend, not 

only the Sun of My Divine Will into her (Luisa’s) soul, but the whole of Heaven.  Therefore, 

with this Sun, she possesses the perennial day, a day that never sets, because the light has the 

virtue of putting darkness to flight.  So, the night of passions, the night of weaknesses, of 

miseries, of coldnesses, of temptations, cannot be there with this Sun; and if they wanted to 

draw near to form the seasons in the soul, this Sun beats down Its rays and puts all nights to 

rushed flight, saying:  ‘I am here, and that’s enough—My seasons are seasons of light, of peace, 

of happiness and of perennial flowering.’  This soul (Luisa) is the bearer of Heaven upon earth.   

Fiat! 


